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Dynamical effects induced by long range activation in a nonequilibrium reaction-diffusion system
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We show both experimentally and numerically that the time scales separation introduced by long range
activation can induce oscillations and excitability in nonequilibrium reaction-diffusion systems that would
otherwise only exhibit bistability. Namely, we show that in the chlorite-tetrathionate reaction, where the
autocatalytic species H1 diffuses faster than the substrates, the spatial bistability domain in the nonequilibrium
phase diagram is extended with oscillatory and excitability domains. A simple model and a more realistic
model qualitatively account for the observed dynamical behavior. The latter model provides quantitative
agreement with the experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamics of spatial and spatiotemporal reaction-diffus
patterns in chemical systems kept far from equilibrium b
permanent feed of fresh reactants is an active domain
nonlinear science@1–3#. These patterns include travelin
waves in oscillating or excitable media, Turing patterns, s
replicating spots, labyrinthine patterns, and dynamica
structured fronts. They result from the destabilization o
trivial state of high symmetry by a positive feedback~‘‘acti-
vation’’!, caused by autocatalysis or substrate inhibiti
competing with a negative feedback on appropriate ti
scales. Although some patterns are transiently observe
some systems, these dissipative structures can only be
tained in permanently fed open reactors. Among these,
one-side-fed-reactor~OSFR! made of a thin slab of a chem
cally inert gel fed on one face and described further on
detail has become popular. Recently, a new type of dyna
cal behavior, namely, spatial bistability has been eviden
in this type of reactor@4#.

Till now, two classes of spatial patterns have effective
been observed. In the first class, the primary source of
patterns is the dynamical properties of the reaction in hom
geneous conditions. Reactions which oscillate or are ex
able in homogeneous conditions, i.e. in well stirred react
give rise to traveling waves in unstirred media. The role
diffusion is to convert the temporal dynamics into spatiote
poral dynamics@5#. The phenomenon may occur whatev
are the relative values of the diffusion coefficients of t
different species. In the second class, the source of patter
the so-called ‘‘long range inhibition.’’ An activatory specie
i.e., a species which controls the positive feedback, like
autocatalytic species, diffuses much slower than the inh
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tory species. This favors the growth of the instability at l
calized positions by creating two different time scales
spatial interactions@6#. The prototypes of such patterns a
the stationary Tring patterns@7–9#, but long range inhibition
is also involved in other phenomena such as self-replica
spots@10#, labyrinthine patterns@11#, or morphological insta-
bilities of fronts @12–14#. Since all small molecules in solu
tion have almost the same diffusion coefficients, it was n
essary to slow down the effective diffusion of the activato
species by complexation with immobile sites to meet th
conditions experimentally@15,16#.

Actually, ‘‘long range activation’’ where an activating
species diffuses faster than an inhibitory species define
third class of systems with several diffusive time scales. L
with long range inhibition, one expects this differential d
fusion be responsible for new instabilities that are not pres
in the sole chemical kinetics. However, rather than induc
the growth of the perturbations more or less locally, the f
diffusing activator tends to excite perturbations at large d
tance from the initial inhomogeneities and to transform
stationary state into an excitable or an oscillatory one. I
recent study of spatial bistability in the chlorite-tetrathiona
reaction, which exhibits long range activation, we have
ported a preliminary observation of such a behavior@17#.
Here, we report more extensive experimental data and
tailed numerical studies of these phenomena.

In Sec. II we summarize former basic results on spa
bistability in OSFRs, and present the reaction, the mod
and the experimental systems. In Sec. III we report the
sults obtained with a simplified model to illustrate the ge
eral ideas. In Sec. IV part, we report both experimental
sults and numerical simulations with a more complete mod
The Sec. V is devoted to the discussion of the results.

II. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS

A. Spatial bistability

An OSFR is made of a film of a chemically resistant g
of uniform thicknessl. One face is kept in contact with th
homogeneous contents of a continuous stirred tank rea
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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~CSTR!. The other face is pressed against an impermea
wall ~Fig. 1!. The coupled dynamical equations for the co
centrations in the CSTR and in the gel are, respectively@4#,

]cih

]t
5 f i~ch!1

~ci02cih!

t
1rV

Di

l S ]ci

]r D
r 50

, ~1!

and

]ci

]t
5 f i~c!1Di¹

2ci , ~2!

where ci0 , cih , and ci are the concentrations of speciesi,
respectively, in the input flow, in the CSTR, and inside t
gel, Di is the corresponding diffusion coefficient,t is the
residence time of the reactor ,rV is the ratio of the volume of
the gel to the volume of the CSTR, andr is the distance to
the CSTR-gel interface. Thef i ’s are the reaction rates. In th
right hand side of Eq.~1!, the three terms represent th
change of the concentrations per time unit. The first te
gives the contribution of the reaction. The second one re
sents the input and output flows of the species. It contains
the expandable control parameters of the system, namet
and theci0. The third term results from the diffusive flux o
the species at the interface between the gel and the C
and represents the feedback of the gel contents on the C
dynamics. When the volume of the CSTR is large in reg
to the volume of the gel (rV!1), this last term can generall
be dropped so that the chemical state of the CSTR is in
pendent of the state of the gel and the concentrations in
CSTR define a Dirichlet boundary condition for Eq.~2! at
r 50, whereas a no-flux boundary condition is applied ar
5 l . To avoid ambiguities, let us make more precise
terms we use. Whereas in usual OSFRs the thicknessl is
small in regard to the two other dimensions, in this paper,
want to investigate the behavior of the system along the
rection orthogonal to the faces in contact with the CSTR a
the impermeable wall. Thus, we shall consider systems m
of ‘‘flat’’ gels in which one of the dimensions parallel t
these faces (h in Fig. 1! is still smaller and negligible. Such
systems can be considered as two dimensional. Neverthe
the sizel, in the direction orthogonal to the faces, rema
small in regard to the second direction parallel to these fa

FIG. 1. Scheme of an OSFR.
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Sizel and the direction orthogonal to the faces will be furth
referred to as the ‘‘depth’’ or the ‘‘width’’ of the gel, the
negligible dimensionh becoming the ‘‘thickness.’’

A number of reactions which present autocatalytic ste
are bistable in a CSTR@1,3,18#. These reactions normally
exhibit ‘‘clock’’ behavior in batch conditions, i.e., a more o
less long induction period followed by a fast switch to t
equilibrium. In these reactions, the transformation rate of
substrate~s! tremendously increases during the switch whi
occurs when the level of the autocatalytic species is la
enough. For residence times much shorter than the typ
reaction time, i.e., at high flow rates, the composition ins
the CSTR is close to the composition in the input flow. It
referred as the ‘‘flow state’’ or stateF. For residence times
much larger than the typical reaction time, i.e., at low flo
rates, the reaction is almost completed in the CSTR and
composition in the CSTR is close to a thermodynamic eq
librium. This is referred as the ‘‘thermodynamic state’’ o
stateT. For intermediate flow rates, both states are stable
the same composition of the input flows. Spatial bistabil
can be observed when such a reaction is operated in
OSFR, the CSTR of which is set in the flow state. Althou
this phenomenon, which extends the concept of bistability
space, has been previously described in simple models@18#
and in real experiments@19,20#, its importance has been rec
ognized only recently, and a detailed analysis was wor
out in relation with the development of the OSFRs@4,21,22#.

To understand the basic principles of spatial bistability,
us consider the concentration profile of a substrate of c
centrationX and diffusion coefficientD consumed in the
reaction and let us imagine that the depthl of the gel can be
changed in a continuous way. The time taken by fresh re
tants fed by diffusion at the CSTR boundary to reach
opposite boundary is of the order oftD5 l 2/D. We start from
l 50 and increasel adiabatically so that the system is alwa
in its asymptotic stationary state. Lett i be the induction time
for the CSTR composition~in state F). While l is small
enough fortD!t i to hold, the whole volume of the gel re
mains in stateF. We shall still refer this state of the gel as
F state. WhentD reaches a value of the order oft i , for a
valuel 5 l max, the fast reaction starts at the impermeable w
and a steep front connecting theF state to aT state forms.
Such a state will be referred as a ‘‘mixed state’’ orFT state.
But, the amount of the autocatalytic species is now large
the impermeable wall of the gel (r 5 l ) and can diffuse back-
wards switching on the reaction, so that the front can rec
to a valuel 5d, l max. Actually, if one assumes that the re
action rate is extremely large inside the front, one can
glect the rate of the consumption of the substrate elsewh
and the concentration of the latter can be approximated
the solution of a diffusion equation between a fixed value
r 50 ~the CSTR! andr 5d ~the front!. Then, it can easily be
shown that

d'
Di uDXuS

Q̇
, ~3!

whereQ̇ is the total amount of substrate converted by tim
unit in the gel,DX is the variation of concentration betwee
5-2
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DYNAMICAL EFFECTS INDUCED BY LONG RANGE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 056205 ~2002!
theF and theT states andS is the surface of the film@4#. This
value is practically independent ofl, so that one can now
decreasel down to a value l min;d before the system
switches back from theFT to the F state. Thus, forl min,l
,lmax, both concentrations profileF andFT are stable. This
defines the spatial bistability. The extent of the bistabil
domain depends on the concentrations in the CSTR—alw
close to those in the input flow—and the residence time
that various nonequilibrium phase diagrams can be b
@4,17,22#. In spite of its apparent crudeness, this theory gi
accurate results. Extensive studies have been performed
perimentally and numerically on the chlorine dioxide-iodi
~CDI! reaction. Till now, differences in diffusion coefficien
did not seem to play any role. Actually, whether the system
ruled by equal diffusion coefficients or by long range inhib
tion, it exhibits a standard spatial bistability. We shall s
that the situation is fairly more complex when long ran
activation comes into play.

B. The chlorite-tetrathionate reaction

The chlorite-tetrathionate~C-T! reaction has essentiall
been studied in closed systems for the determination of
ichiometric and kinetic aspects@23,24# as well as a source
for propagating cellular fronts@12–14#. In excess of chlorite,
the reaction kinetics is well approximated by the followin
overall balance equation:

7ClO2
212S4O6

2216H2O→7Cl218SO4
22112H1, ~4!

and the reaction rate by

vR52
1

7

d@ClO2
2#

dt
5k@ClO2

2#@S4O6
22#@H1#2. ~5!

Since, during the reaction, largepH changes are observed
the fast dissociation equilibria of H2O and HSO4

2 also have
to be accounted for. This rate law exhibits quadratic auto
talysis in @H1#. Although the validity of this rate law ha
been determined for a limited range ofpH ~4.7–5.5! @23#, it
has been successfully used in much larger domains. Ne
theless, the original valuek5109 M23 s21 had to be ad-
justed to fit with experiments. The valuek55
3106 M23 s21 has recently been proposed to fit the expe
mental data of the bistability domain of the reaction in
CSTR @17# and will be used in the following.

It is well known that, whereas most species have a di
sion coefficient close to 1025 cm2 s21, the autodiffusion co-
efficient of the proton H1 is almost ten times larger. Neve
theless, accounting for the electroneutrality condition and
presence of the slowest ions, the effective diffusion of H1 is
lower @25#. Solving reaction-diffusion equations that includ
all ionic effects is a formidable task which has been o
performed on simple models@26#. For practical reasons, it i
reasonable to use a constant and uniform effective value
each diffusion coefficient. We shall assume that all diffus
coefficients are equal to a unique effective valueD1, except
for H1 and OH2 which have both a higher autodiffusio
coefficient and are closely related. LetD2 be a common
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value for these two species. With these assumptions, it
shown in Ref.@17# that the experimental data can be co
rectly interpreted only ifd5D2 /D1 ranges slightly above
three. Thus it is necessary to take into account that the a
catalytic species H1 diffuses much faster than the inhibitor
species, so that the reaction-diffusion system enters the c
of long range activation.

C. The simple model

In order to make extensive computations, we shall fi
define a simple model, the properties of which are clo
enough to the original system to draw significant conc
sions. Our main purpose is that, due to its formal simplic
this model can be further used as a prototype for long ra
activation. The model relies on two strong assumptions: T
kinetics is completely described by Eqs.~4! and~5!, and the
concentrations at the CSTR boundary are fixed to their v
ues in the input flow, i.e., we assume a residence timt
50 ~infinite flow rate!. In these conditions, the reaction
diffusion system is

]@ClO2
2#

]t
527k@ClO2

2#@S4O6
22#@H1#21D1¹2@ClO2

2#,

~6!

]@S4O6
22#

]t
522k@ClO2

2#@S4O6
22#@H1#21D1¹2@S4O6

22#,

]@H1#

]t
512k@ClO2

2#@S4O6
22#@H1#21D2¹2@H1#.

In this paper, we do not consider short transients that foll
a change of parameters and only consider the asymp
regime. Eliminating the reaction term between the first t
equations, one is left with a diffusion equation with a fixe
boundary condition atr 50. In the long time limit, the solu-
tion is 2@ClO2

2#27@S4O6
22#52@ClO2

2#027@S4O6
22#0,

where index 0 holds for the concentrations fixed at
boundary. Then@S4O6

22# can be expressed as a function
@ClO2

2# and can be eliminated from Eqs.~6!. One gets the
two-variable reduced system

]u

]t8
52~u2j!uv21¹ r 8

2 u, ~7!

]v

]t8
5

12

7
~u2j!uv21d¹ r 8

2 v,

where we have introduced the new time and space scalet8
52k(@ClO2

2#0)3t, r 85(2k/D1)1/2(@ClO2
2#0)3/2r and the fol-

lowing normalized variables and parameters:u
5@ClO2

2#/@ClO2
2#0 , v5@H1#/@ClO2

2#0 , d5D2 /D1, andj
512(7/2)@S4O6

22#0 /@ClO2
2#0. This system is formerly

identical to the system used in previous studies in clo
systems@24#. According to the definition ofu, one hasu
51 at the CSTR boundary. Thus, the control parameters
v0 , d, andj, wherev0 is the fixed value ofv at the CSTR
5-3
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boundary. Parameterj represents the normalized excess
chlorite. Provided it is not too large—this is the case in m
experiments—it was found to play a minor role in the mod
and does not bring qualitative changes in the results. Thu
was fixed atj50 that would correspond to exact stoichi
metric proportions of chorite and tetrathionate.

Note that, ifd51, the third equation could be eliminate
in the same way and the system would be reduced t
unique variableu. A similar reduction to the same one
variable equation could also be done for a homogene
CSTR. A one-variable system can be bistable but never
cillating or excitable, since two dynamical time scales
least are necessary. This suggests that the C-T reaction
be neither oscillating or excitable in a CSTR. More soph
ticated models support this assertion, which is confirmed
experiments.

This model suffers from serious limitations. First, at t
CSTR boundary, we use fixed concentrations equal to
concentrations in the input flow. Since, in the flow state,
concentrations should be close to those in the input flo
this seems to be a reasonable approximation. Neverthele
finite residence times, the values ofv0 could correspond to
nonexistent or unstable states of the CSTR. The approxi
tion is strictly valid only in the practically unreachable lim
of infinite flow rates (t50). In the same way, one can fixv0
to arbitrarily high values for which the CSTR would nece
sarily be in aT state. This can lead to ambiguities in th
definition of the spatial statesF andT and to experimentally
unreachable regions in phase diagrams so that some ca
necessary for their interpretations. Finally, values ofv0 can
also be taken arbitrarily low, down to zero, an unrealis
situation since the dissociation equilibrium of water impos
that @H1# remains positive and finite. Thus, this model mu
be only thought as a ‘‘toy model,’’ with the advantage th
the kinetics remains closely related to that of a real syst
This will allow us to evidence dynamical phenomena
duced by long range activation. Such models have also b
recently used by Benyaichet al. in studies of spatial bista
bility @27#. To make direct comparison with experiments
more elaborated model has to be devised.

D. The extended model

To avoid oddities due to the simple model oversimplific
tions, one has to account, not only for the dynamics of
CSTR atr 50 included in the Eq.~1!, but also for the way in
which the H1 ions are introduced in the reactor and t
equilibria in which they are involved. In the extended mod
that we used to make comparisons with the experime
results, the following fast equilibria are taken into account
addition to Eq.~4!:

H11OH2
H2O, ~8!

with rate law

ve5ke
12ke

2@H1#@OH2#, ~9!

and
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H11SO4
22
HSO4

2 , ~10!

with rate law

va5ka
1@HSO4

2#2ka
2@H1#@SO4

22#. ~11!

Discarding the species that do not contribute to kinetics
Eqs. ~4!, ~8!, and ~10!, one retains the six variables@H1#,
@OH2#, @ClO2

2#, @S4O6
22#, @SO4

22#, and@HSO4
2#. The fol-

lowing values are used for the kinetic constants@28,29#: ke
2

51.431011 M s21, ke
15Keke

2 with Ke510214, ka
2

51011 M s21, ka
15Kaka

2 with pKa52 log10(Ka)51.94.
The diffusion coefficientD1 is fixed at a standard valueD1
51025 cm2 s21 and the fast species diffusion coefficientD2
is fixed atD253.431025 cm2 s21 to fit at best the experi-
mental data. Accurate one-dimensional numerical soluti
of the resulting reaction-diffusion system have been obtai
by an implicitly finite difference method for stiff system
with adaptative grid in time and space by the method of lin
with a second-order spatial scheme. The time integrator
fourth-order Rosenbrock method@30# or the semi-implicit
Bader-Deuflhard method@31#. Unfortunately, due to the
higher complexity and the extreme stiffness of the mode
was impossible to make systematic studies of this mode
higher dimensions. Two-dimensional computations were l
ited to a few points in parameter space. In order to av
problems in the definition of the input concentrations and
make easier the comparisons with the experimental data
a previous work, we use, as the main control parameter,
quantitya defined in the experimental section below.

E. Experimental conditions

In order to resolve the concentration profiles in the de
l of the reactor and to minimize both technical difficultie
and parasitic edge effects, we have developed one-side
flat annular reactors, i.e., annular OSFRs. Complete desc
tions and technical details on such reactors can be foun
Ref. @4#. These OSFRs are made of a flat annular piece of
agarose gel, of thicknessh<0.5 mm. They have a fixed
outer radiusRout512.5 mm and an inner radiusRin such that
the widthl 5Rout2Rin ranges from 0.5 to 3 mm. The agaro
gel can be considered as chemically inert in regard to
reaction. In this soft hydrogel, the diffusion coefficients a
close to those in pure water. The ratioRin / l is large enough
for the curvature effects to be negligible. The inner rim of t
annulus is tighten against the impermeable boundary w
the outer rim is in contact with the contents of a CSTR
25 cm3, fed through a single inlet port with appropriate
premixed solutions of reagents stored in separated reserv
The residence time of the reactort5600 s, the temperature
T525°C, and the input flow concentrations of sodium ch
rite @NaClO2#051.931022M and potassium tetrathionat
@K2S4O6#050.531022M are kept fixed during all the ex
periments. All the solutions were made from reagent-gra
chemicals in high quality deionized water. Besides the t
above mentioned reagents, variable mixtures of perchl
acid and sodium hydroxide are added to the input flow
reagents to control thepH of the premixed feed solution
5-4
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This is done by pumping different volume ratios of acid a
base, keeping the overall flow rate constant. For experim
tal and graphic convenience, this relative distribution is ch
acterized by a control parametera on which the acid and
base flow concentrations depend linearly: one
@HClO4#05a30.67 1022M and @NaOH#05(12a)
33.33 1022M. The pH of the feed mixture decreases from
basic to an acid state asa increases from 0 to 1. The param
etera effectively controls thepH of the solution and is the
only expandable control parameter in this series of exp
ments. The patterns are made visible by bromophenol b
~1% solution!, a pH sensitive indicator that turns from dar
purple in the basic state to pale yellow in the acid sta
Patterns are monitored by a CCD camera connected to a
lapse video recorder.

The dynamics of the C-T reaction operated in the CS
exhibits bistability in the range 0.18,a,0.84 between aF
branch~with pH values typically above nine! and aT branch
~with pH values typically below three!. The upper limit cor-
responds to the value ofa where the input flow switches
from a basic to an acid solution. The lower limit was used
adjust the rate constantk to the valuek553106M23 s21

@17#.

III. THE SIMPLE MODEL ANALYSIS

In the preliminary experiments of Ref.@17#, we had ob-
served, in addition to spatial bistability, oscillations of t
FT state front and excitability phenomena in the dom
where the soleF state is stable. While the stability of con
centration profiles can be determined with 1D simulatio
the latter needs 2D computations. Thus, the stability lim
are determined in 1D calculations by the same accurate
plicit method as the full model and the existence of excita
ity domain is studied in two-dimensional simulations, p
formed with two different numerical methods. The first o
is an implicit finite difference hopscotch method@32,33# with
automatic step control added. The second one is a stan
finite element method, with a Crank-Nicholson scheme. T
mesh was composed by triangular elements. Neither pe
bations nor fluctuations were added but the initial one a
the inhomogeneities corresponding to numerical noise du
the implicit irregularity of the triangular mesh.

First, choosing a typical depth valuel 510 ~expressed in
reduced units precedently defined!, we have built a stability
diagram in the plane (v0 ,d.1) ~Fig. 2!. At low values ofv0
andd, there is a large region of spatial bistability that exten
down tov050. Whenv0→0 the acid state must obviousl
be obtained by a continuous decrease ofv0 from another acid
state or by an acid perturbation of the system. In Fig. 3,
shown the two stable concentration profiles through
depth of the gel for a given set of control parameters. C
trary to the standard case, in theFT state, these profiles ar
always monotonous and do not exhibit a steep front. T
states are nevertheless well characterized by the low~basic!
or high ~acid! value ofv at r 5 l , the impermeable boundar
of the gel. Whend@1, the system exhibits temporal osc
lations in place of bistability. Since the system cannot os
late in homogeneous conditions, these oscillations clearly
05620
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sult from the different time scales introduced by t
differential diffusion. Although the problem is of spatial na
ture, the stability limits present the characteristic topology
the so-called ‘‘cross-shaped diagram’’ that connects bista
ity and oscillations of numerous reactions in homogene
conditions@34#.

A second diagram in the plane (v0 ,l ) has been exten
sively computed ford55.5, a value chosen for the richne
of the dynamical situations exhibited at this diffusion ra
~Fig. 4!. For small depths, the system is always in the flo
~or basic! state, as expected. At intermediate values of dep
there is a large domain of oscillations. It vanishes at largev0
values for which one continuously changes from the basi
the acid state whenl is increased. For large depths, theFT
~or acid! state is again present down tov050, which defines
a domain of spatial bistability at smallv0 values. The most
interesting part of this diagram is the region labeled Bist. 2
Fig. 4~b!. In this narrow region, the system still exhibits sp
tial bistability, but the acid state becomes oscillating. Th
the bistability domain is divided into two regions, one
standard bistability between two stationary concentrat
profiles~Bist. 1!, and a second one between a stationary p
file and an oscillating one~Bist. 2!. Moreover, when one
decreasesl and crosses the stability limit of the oscillator
acid state, the unique stable state, namely, theF ~basic! state,

FIG. 2. Nonequilibrium phase diagram of the simple model
l 510 in the plane (d,v0).

FIG. 3. Spatial bistability in the simple model: profiles ofu and
v as a function of depth. Dotted lines,F state ; full lines,FT state.
Parameters,l 510, d53, andv050.005.
5-5
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FIG. 4. Nonequilibrium phase diagram of th
simple model atd55.5 in the plane (v0 ,l ). ~a!
Large view.~b! detail of ~a!.
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exhibits particular properties. If, in this stable state, an a
perturbation~such asv51) is applied close to the imperme
able wall, the perturbation does not smoothly decay to
stable state but stimulates a further increase of H1 ions con-
centration in its vicinity. A pair of pulses forms and prop
gates along the wall in opposite directions. After relaxat
of transients, they travel with constant shape, amplitude,
velocity, which precisely defines the phenomenom of ex
ability. The limits of this excitability domain are reported
Fig. 4~a!. This domain extends all the way to the oscillatio
zone. In the vicinity of this latter zone, the recovery tail
the pulse can become oscillatory in space. Although,
more efficiency, these limits have been accurately compu
in a rectangular reactor, we have also performed some
in an annulus, analog to that of the experimental device.
example of an excitation pulse propagating in such an an
lus ~partial view! is represented in Fig. 5. The limits of th
excitability domain are reported in Fig. 4~a!. This domain
extends to the oscillation zone. In the vicinity of this latt
zone, the recovery tail of the pulse can become oscillat
in space.

IV. EXTENDED MODEL ANALYSIS AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we report the numerical results that ha
been obtained with the extended model and simultaneo
make a direct comparison with the experimental data.
consider the existence and stability of theF state and theFT
state in the plane (a,l ).

Spatial bistability is observed over a significant domain

FIG. 5. Excitability in the simple model, traveling pulse. Co
centration map ofv, from minimum ~black! to maximum~white!.
Parameters,l 520, Rext5150, d55.5, andv050.004.
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the plane. For instance, in Fig. 6, we show the two sta
concentration profiles (F and FT states! computed for a
same set of control parameter corresponding to a point
cated inside the bistability domain. Contrary to the case
the simple model, theFT state exhibits a steep front. Th
concentration profile of the autocatalytic species H1 is plot-
ted in logarithmic scale to emphasize on the position and
stiffness of the front. The concentration of S4O6

22 and OH2

are represented in linear coordinates to underline the lin
drop of the substrates concentrations as predicted by Eq.~3!.

FIG. 6. Computed concentration profiles through the gel dep
All concentrations are in mol/l. Parameters,l 51 mm, a50.72.
Dotted lines,F state; Full lines,FT state.
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In experiments, thepH color indicator reveals the two
different states@17#. In the FT state, the gel is found to
remain in a basic state only in a narrow band located al
the outer rim. The nature of the different dynamical sta
was determined unambiguously in the whole parame
range that was explored.

In Fig. 7, we report the computed limits of the bistabili
domain~full lines! in the plane (a,l ) and the experimenta
points. Gel annuli withl ,0.5 mm could not be technically
achieved, so that this part of the diagram cannot be explo
experimentally. Numerically, the upper limitamax of the FT
state is slightly lower than the limitaT50.833 computed for
the F state in the CSTR. Actually, in theFT state, the con-
centration gradients of the substrates atr 50 are large as
seen in Fig. 6, so that, althoughrV!1, the last term in Eq.
~1! is not completely negligible and the contents of t
CSTR are entrained into theT state slightly before the limit
a5aT is reached. Experimentally, this minor deviation is t
small to be detected. There is a first major difference with
standard CDI reaction@4#: The spatial bistability persists a
large values ofl, which seems in contradiction with our the
oretical presentation asserting that theF state cannot exis
when the width of the gel is large. Actually, this results fro
the extreme slowness of the reaction when the system
the basicF state. This leads to a quasi-infinite induction tim
Thus, one cannot switch spontaneously from theF state to
the FT state by a continuous change ofl, if one remains
within a realistic range. Nevertheless, one reaches this s

FIG. 7. Nonequilibrium phase diagram in the plane (a, l ). Ex-
perimental points,j monostable with nonexcitableF state, n

monostable with excitableF state,d bistable with oscillatoryFT
state,m bistable with stationaryFT state, * the CSTR switches to
the thermodynamic state. Computed results, the full lines are
limits of the bistability domain, the dotted line is the limit of th
oscillory FT state within the bistability region,1 marks are points
for which theF state has been shown to be excitable.
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by an appropriate perturbation or choice of the initial con
tion in the gel, but the bistability domain extends to hu
values of the depthl.

Contrary to the standard case of the CDI reaction,
limit of the FT state whena decreases at constantl is com-
plex and exhibits dynamical phenomena both numerica
and experimentally, provided thatl is large enough as seen i
Fig. 7. When the value ofa decreases and crosses the dot
line, the position of the front begins to oscillate andd be-
comes a function of time. This domain of oscillatory dynam
ics is narrow and difficult to explore precisely in expe
ments. However, one-dimensional numerical simulatio
allow for a precise exploration of this oscillatory domain.
Fig. 8, we represent the numerical oscillations for decreas
values ofa at l 51 mm, but similar sequences are observ
for other widths of the gel. Whena decreases, the amplitud
of the oscillations increases and they take a more and m
relaxation character. When thea values are drawn still close
to the stability of theFT state, one observes, over a ve
narrow range ofa values, a period doubling sequence lea
ing to chaotic oscillations. Whena decreases from the onse
of oscillations, the period of the oscillations slowly in
creases. On the contrary, the period strongly increases w
the width l increases. Since the experimental conditions
never strictly uniform all along the outer rim of the gel an

e

FIG. 8. Computed oscillations of the front positiond ( l
51 mm), oscillation 1,a50.700 ; oscillation 2,a50.692; period
2, a50.6895 ; period 4,a50.6894; period 8,a50.6892 ; chaos:
a50.6885.
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since the widthl cannot be perfectly constant, the oscill
tions of the front lead to the formation of pacemakers t
emit traveling waves with periods comparable to those fou
in the computations.

Beyond the stability limit of theFT front, dynamical
phenomena persist in the form of excitability. In a lar
domain of parameters, an acid perturbation, made at a lo
ized place of the gel annulus, propagates under the form
two opposite traveling pulses along the inner rim. After
short transient, each pulse takes a stationary shape and
els without deformation along the annulus~Fig. 9!. The
length of the pulse tail decreases asa decreases until the
excitability is eventually lost. When the pulses meet, th
anihilate each other, but by adding a basic perturbation at
right place and time, it is possible to anihilate one of the t
pulses. Then, the surviving pulse can rotate indefinitely al
the annulus as previously done with the Belouso
Zhabotinski reaction, the paradigm of excitable reactio
@35,36#. This behavior is identical to that observed with t
simple model and is also reproduced with the exten
model for the two different sets of parameters that w
checked for excitability.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It is known that, in homogeneous bistable systems,
addition of a negative feedback that introduces a new t
scale can induce oscillations. In the same way, excitab
can arise from the coupling of a bistable subsystem that
hibits a S-shaped nulcline with the feedback dynamics o
recovery variable.

Our simple model has clearly shown that the additio
time scales introduced by long range activation can pla
similar role and are able to induce excitability and spatiote
poral oscillations in a system which can only be bistable
homogeneous conditions. When the diffusion of the activa
is not significantly higher than the diffusion of the other sp
cies, the system can only exhibit spatial bistability. B
when the ratiod becomes significantly larger than 1, th
system exhibits a domain of oscillations connected to
bistable region; the diagram has a typical cross-shaped to
ogy @37#. In a narrow band within the bistability region, th
acid state can also become oscillatory. This is an analo
the experimental observations and to the results produce
the extended model.

FIG. 9. Excitation pulse~experimental!: an acid pulse~clear
color! propagates to the right along the inner rim.l 53 mm, a
50.48.
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Moreover, an excitability region develops along the s
bility limit of the FT state. Actually, there is no discontinuit
between a stableFT state and an excitable pulse with a
infinite recovery tail within theF state. One must be awar
that the recovery is not controlled by a slow kinetic proce
imbedded in the reaction mechanism as for the Belous
Zhabotinskii reaction, but by the diffusion process that ru
the feed from the CSTR boundary. Thus, the excitabi
properties do not only depend on intrinsic quantities, i.e.,
reaction rates and diffusion coefficients, but also on a g
metrical characteristic of the reactor, namely, the depth
the gel.

Nevertheless, although the simple model predicts that
ferential diffusion can induce oscillations of theFT state in
the spatial bistability region and excitability of theF state,
the global agreement with experimental data, as well as w
the extended model, is not very good. Except for so
analogies in the left upper part of Fig. 4, the shape of
diagrams is different. A first reason is that the regions loca
on the right side of the bistable and the basic domains,
cluding the oscillation pocket, are not physically reachab
The corresponding values ofv0 could not be maintained in
the CSTR with realistic residence times. The CSTR wo
switch into a thermodynamic state. By the way, with th
model, it is difficult to speak of a trueFT state since the
concentration profiles do not exhibit any front. This is wh
we prefer to use the terms basic or acid rather thanF andFT
when speaking of the simple model. The second major r
son is that OH2 and the autocatalytic species H1 are related
by a strong constraint independent of the C-T reaction its
namely, the fast equilibrium of water dissociation. This lea
to buffering processes and excludes thatv0 takes values
close to zero, as permitted by the simple model. Thus this
model, which allows for extensive numerical calculations,
an excellent tool to demonstrate the mechanisms of l
range activation phenomena, but it should not be used f
precise analysis of the properties of the real system. In
ticular, it would be illusive to try to connect quantitativel
the model parameters with realistic quantities.

In the extended model, where the CSTR dynamics is
cluded, a direct comparison with experiments is possib
Spatial bistability limits are in good agreement. There is n
ertheless a point that deserves special attention. Spe
S4O6

22 and ClO2
2 are the natural substrates, but since t

system is fed with a basic solution, OH2 must be considered
as another substrate in spite of its special relation with H1.
Since the diffusion coefficients of these substrates are
equal, there is an ambiguity in the choice of the species to
considered in the basic theory that leads to Eq.~3!. Figure 6
clearly shows that the relevant species is OH2. Its concen-
tration drops linearly down to very low values at the exa
position of the front, whereas the other substrates do
exhibit a linear drop all the way down and their concent
tion is far from minimal at the position of the front. A natura
explanation is that, although OH2 diffuses fast, H1 reacts
much faster with OH2 than with the other substrates. Th
defines the smallestd value and controls the overall proces
However, the tail of the concentration profiles of these ot
subtrates plays a role in the anticipation of theFT→F tran-
5-8
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DYNAMICAL EFFECTS INDUCED BY LONG RANGE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 056205 ~2002!
sition that is actually found in the computations.
Like in the simple model, oscillations induced by the lo

range activation are observed. If one decreasesa within the
bistability domain, theFT state becomes oscillatory when i
stability limit is approached. The diagram is in good quan
tative agreement with experimental observations. Since
cillations are restricted to a narrow region of control para
eters, the unavoidable small inhomogeneities along
annulus make it impossible to perform a fine analysis of t
front dynamics. In the model, the complex oscillations a
the period doubling sequence observed in the 1-D sim
tions can be understood using the following arguments.
tually, coupled oscillators may present the same complex
namical behavior. Close to the onset of the oscillato
regime, the motion of the front exhibits simple periodici
The amplitude of the oscillationsdmax2dmin is small and the
front remains located close to the CSTR boundary. But w
a decreases, approaching the limits of existence of theFT
state, this amplitude becomes larger and larger. Whendmax is
of the order ofl, the impermeable wall acts as a reflector f
the diffusive concentration fields. Then, the front dynam
couples with itself, with delay and partial damping. This d
namics of coupled oscillators explains the observed dyna
cal complexity.

In spatial bistability, it is possible to prepare two regio
of the reactors in the two different statesF andFT side by
side and to study the dynamics of theF/FT interface. In the
standard case, the direction of propagation of this interf
depends on the control parameters and changes within
bistability domain according to the relative stability of th
two statesF andFT as was experimentally shown with th
CDI reaction @21,4#. In the C-T reaction, this situation i
radically different. Because the fast diffusion of the autoca
lytic species excites the medium ahead of the interface,
FT state propagates always into theF state, i.e., within the
whole domain of spatial bistability. Moreover, this behav
can persist beyond the stability limit of stateFT. TheF/FT
interface still propagates into stateF, but, since theFT state
is now unstable, the system ultimately returns to theF state.
,

ca
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s
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This gives rise to a recovery tail that follows the interface.
the ratio of the diffusion of the activator to the diffusion o
the main substrates is significantly larger than 1~here d
.3), the propagation of theFT state balances the return t
the F state at the level of the interface. Thus, the process
on and a pulse can propagate without damping in time. Ifd is
smaller, or if the system is too far from the stability limit o
the FT state, the return to the stable state dominates and
pulse dies. This explains the domain of excitability observ
in the experiments and accounted for by the models.

Despite the good agreement of the extended model res
with experimental data, this model still presents some seri
limitations. A major drawback of the extended model is t
use of effective diffusion coefficients which neglects t
ionic interactions. The main effect of such interactions
more likely to give different effective diffusion coefficient
in the flow state and in the thermodynamic state. As a res
this should change the position of the front and the ex
limits of the oscillatory and excitability domains, but we b
lieve that our main conclusions should hold. From an exp
mental point of view, a severe limitation is the control
parameter uniformity along the annular gel/CSTR bound
which makes the front oscillations to appear in the form
traveling waves. Finally, it has been recently found expe
mentally that the kinetic mechanisms summarized by Eq.~4!
breaks down when the concentration of chlorite or tetrathi
ate are significantly increased@38#.

Beyond these first experimental observations, one
expect to control the front motion by a continuous chan
of the geometrical control parameterl. Experiments along
these lines are presently in progress both numerically
experimentally.
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